Fall Leaf Craft Directions

Supplies Needed:
Pumpkin Seeds already colored red, orange & yellow (Paint them at least two days prior to class to allow drying time)
Wax Paper
Brown & white construction paper
Tacky Glue
Scissors
Glue Stick
Brown, Green, Yellow & Orange Crayons/Markers

Directions:

1. Take your brown construction paper and draw a tree with branches and then cut it out. If your child would prefer to draw the tree with brown crayon or marker on the white construction they can do that.
2. If you cut out your tree then glue it down on your paper using a glue stick.
3. Next you will be gluing down your colorful “leaves” or pumpkin seeds by your branches. Spread out the leaves throughout your tree. When gluing use small dots of tacky glue. Give it time to dry before picking up your child’s project.
4. Last step have your child add grass and a sun with their crayons or markers.
5. Happy Fall! Go explore & see how the leaves are changing by where you live.